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Introduction

Illustrated Workflow

The purpose of this study is to investigate the utility
of interactive virtual reality (IVR) true 3D imaging to
assess inferior vena cava (IVC) filters for high risk
retrieval. Tertiary centers receive a substantially large
volume of referrals for IVC filter removal, often after
previous failed attempts at endovascular retrieval.
Filter fracture, filter tilt, erosion/perforation,
migration, and thrombosis can cause significant
morbidity
and
potentially
interfere
with
endovascular retrieval. IVR is a novel platform for
pre-operative assessment of IVC filters and may
provide insight into stent integrity (i.e. fracture) and
location to adjacent structures which may otherwise
not be well appreciated on conventional CT viewing.

•

Methods

•

• Retrospective review of 12 patients who
underwent complex IVC filter retrieval
from August 2016 to September 2017.
• Pre-operative CT images were viewed
on EchoPixel workstation (EchoPixel,
Santa Clara, CA) in an IVR environment.
• Qualitative assessment of the filter type,
filter integrity, filter position in the vena
cava and in relationship to adjacent
structure was performed.
• Each filter was graded per criteria on
both EchoPixel and conventional CT
using the same DICOM CT dataset.
• Results of filter integrity were compared
to operative reports.
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Comparative Images

Results
IVR correctly identified 4 out of 4 fractured
filters upon verification with operative reports.
IVC filters were extracted with open surgical
excision (7/12) and endovascular retrieval
(5/12).
True 3D IVR viewing provided the means to
accurately assess compromising stent geometry
such as fracture, tilt, and protrusion. These
defects were immediately noticeable upon IVR
viewing while 2D CT required continued panning
to develop a mental 3D projection.
With immediate 3D reconstruction this also
eliminated the need for post processing, thus
saving time.
Other notable findings were the visibility of
location of filter components in adjacent
structures. Two filter components were found in
the right renal vein (Illustrated Workflow Video)
and one in the right gonadal vein (Figure G, H)
Conclusions
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Top row (A, C, E, G, I, K) – Interactive virtual reality view of inferior vena cava filter from CT DICOM data set. Bottom row (B, D, F, H, J, L) Corresponding
conventional CT view demonstrates difficulty to ascertain true nature of stent fracture in many cases. A, B – Fractured Optease filter, C, D – Bard G2 filter
with green marker demonstrating tyne at adjacent right renal artery. E, F, I, J – Fractured Trapease filter. K, L – Fractured Bard G2 Filter

• With the increasing volume of IVC filter
placement, growing complications from longer
than intended indwelling time, and ongoing
litigations, the volume of complex IVC filter
retrieval will surely increase over the coming
decade. Pre-operative assessment with IVR can
aid surgical planning by confidently detecting
filter component fractures. Identifying
involvement with adjacent structures can assist
with surgical planning and exposure.
Additionally, identifying filter component
erosion may be possible with endoluminal
transform function capabilities for which
ongoing investigation is taking place.

